
EASY DEPTH ADJUSTMENT

Easy working - user friendly with 
spacer clips.

No need tools during adjustment

Heavy cultivator APOLLO can be used for several soil processing with its compact and combine structure. It can be provided an effective soil processing 

on stubble processing after harvest.It is processed with on requested depth by tearing without tipping the soil.The stubble is mixed to soil by being cut 

from its root, it becomes organic fertilizer easier for the next product season. Needless grass is decreased. It can be processed on requested depth from 

5cm to until 30cm on cursory and deep soil processing. Soil surface seed-bed is prepared in the most convenient way by levelling discs and roller combi-

nation.Water keeping capacity of the soil is raised. Our 3m and 3,5 m models are mounted type, 4m and more than 4 m are designed both mounted and 

trailed with wheels.You can determine and buy the model that is suitable for your conditions by this way. Field traffic was thought with Apollo and it was 

provided more effective soil processing, less soil compressio, thus, as the most important less fuel consumption and less product costs.

HIGH MANEUVERABILITY DRAWBAR

With 20º Vertical and 60º Horizontal 
maneuverability our drawbar is 

designed to move and turn easily in 
hard soil conditions.

LEVELING DISCS
Rubber Suspention Supported

Adjustable Working Depth
Forged Robust Steel Hub

No Grease - No Maintenance Bearings
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Suitable for all types of soil

Suitable for deep cultivation at high working speed

Improving the mixing effect with Router Points

Maintenance free tine carrier

75 cm frame height with 800 kg release force.

800 kg

APOLLO 500

TRANSPORT KIT 

APOLLO 600

APOLLO 300

SUPPORT WHEELS
Support wheel system provides stable 

working depth and prevent the machine 
from swinging. Can be attachable to all 

models Optional for mounted models and 
standart for trailed models.



For Tractor From 110 to 350 Hp

APOLLO
HEAVY TYPE CULTIVATOR

STRONG CULTIVATOR 
FOR BEST SOIL PREPARATION

CAGE ROLLER
Depth control with medium consolidation and 

low structure forming on the surface.
Relatively prone to jammings in wet conditions 

and clayey sites.

HELIX ROLLER
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Self-cleaning effect due to the vibrating leaf 
spring. Consolidation with high mixing effect.

Levelling capacity which is supported additionally 
by intermediate springs.

DISC ROLLER
Disc Roller with perfect consolidation on 

all soil conditions.
Cutting and pressing effect .

Particularly suitable for stony soils.

APOLLO Heavy Type Cultivator 

Frame TypeModel

APOLLO 300-10

APOLLO 350-12

APOLLO 400-13

Mount Type

Mount Type

Mount Type

Trailed Type

10

12

13

13

300

350

400

400

350

300

300

300

2400

2630

3640

4640

115-130

APOLLO 600-19 Trailed Type

Trailed Type

19 600 310 7120 240-280

APOLLO 800-25

All Data are not binding and subject to change without prior notice
*   Weight is specifying Apollo complete with Disc Roller
** Power Requirement may vary depending on soil conditions.

Trailed Type 25 800 310 7890 300-350

120-170

APOLLO 700-23 23 700 310 7700 280-310

APOLLO 500-16 Mount Type 16 500 300 4686 200-250
Trailed Type 16 500 300 5450 200-250

150-180

150-180

Number of Tines Working Width (cm) Transport Width (cm) Weight* (kg) Power** (HP)


